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Candidate number

Your candidate number is on the form 100XY (or similar), and is unique for this particular course.1

As we are not allowed to know which student handed in which report, we should not be able to link
this to your name or student number. You should therefore identify your mid-term project hand-in
files only with the candidate number! Your particular digits XY can be found on studweb. Detailed
instructions follow below.

The report

You should hand in two files for the report. The first is the LATEX source file. It should be named
100XY-report.tex. The second is the generated PDF file. It should be named 100XY-report.tex.
As before, 100XY is your candidate number.

Programming code

You should hand in your source code files. I will assume below that you are using python; if you
are not, just adapt the instructions to your programming language of choice, and make a note of
which language you have used in your report. The code should run without errors and generate plots
similar to the ones you have in your report. You can of course split the code into several files, or keep
everything in one file, that does not matter. Assuming that you have 3 files for the first assignment
and 1 file for the second assigment, name your files as follows:

• 100XY-assignment-1-part-1.py
• 100XY-assignment-1-part-2.py
• 100XY-assignment-1-part-3.py
• 100XY-assignment-2.py

As before, 100XY is your candidate number. Adapt the names given in the example to your particular
set of source code files.

Wrapping it up

Before handing in the files mentioned above, you should pack them into either a .zip or .tar.gz
file. Name your file either 100XY.zip or 100XY.tar.gz.

If you have no idea how to do this, ask someone (like me or Åsmund), or just use the follow-
ing terminal command (for Linux/login.stud.ntnu.no or Mac OS X): tar cvfz 100XY.tar.gz *.py
*.pdf *.tex.

Handing in the files

Finally, when you are done, e-mail your .zip or .tar.gz file to Åsmund Ervik, our amazing student
assistant, at asmunder(ætt)stud.ntnu.no. Put [tfy4240] in the email subject. He will send all
the files to me containing only your candidate number, so that your anonymity is ensured.

1Your student number follows you throughout your entire studies, and is on a different format, probably 6 digits
starting with a 6 or a 7.
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